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From the Curate
As we reach August there is an overwhelming sense
of the need for rest. Even if we are not bound by the
timing of the academic year, we can still feel, I think,
that combination of weariness and agitation which is
so apparent in our children and young people at the end of July. There
has been so much going on, and for so long, so much uncertainty in the
political sphere, so many threats to the peace of the world. And it has
been so very hot in recent days; the record breaking temperatures yet
further indication of the cost to our way of life. We are weary of the
division that has dominated the news cycles for over three years. Weary
too that the answers seem to constantly elude us; the reconciliation of
this divided country seems a long way off.
Reconciliation is at the heart of what we do as a Church. Here in St
Nicholas’, this precious responsibility finds a regular expression in our
ministry of healing. For over twenty years the laying on of hands and
anointing has been offered at the Eucharist once or twice a month. It is
deeply moving to see the queue outside the Lady Chapel, as people come
to seek healing for themselves and the people they love.
In the Gospels, the word “healing” is used to mean the cure of infirmity
and disease, but also the salvation which God has promised his people,
and which his Son brings “like the dawn from on high.” It is clear that
human well-being is about more than good physical health; throughout
his life Jesus heals emotional and spiritual wrongs, as well as restoring
people to their families and wider society. As Paul reminds us in
Colossians, Christ’s incarnation is for the healing of all of creation:
“in him all the fullness of God was pleased to dwell, and through him, God was pleased to
reconcile to himself all things, whether in heaven or on earth” (Col. 1: 19-20).
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This great work of reconciliation is ongoing. It will not reach its
completion until there is a new heaven and a new earth. While we wait
for Christ’s coming in glory, however, we see in the ministry of healing
the transforming power of his Spirit. The intimacy of asking for prayer,
of allowing another person to lay their hands on you, or to anoint you
with oil, is an act of great trust. In return, we are strengthened to
continue through all that troubles us and are comforted by the love and
compassion of our brothers and sisters which surround us.
In the busy heart of this city, our little church on a green hill is able to
open its doors and offer something of the rest and peace that so many
people need so desperately. In September, we will continue to expand
our ministry of healing to ensure that there is an opportunity to receive
prayer each week for those who want it. Rather than our current pattern
of one Wednesday and one Sunday a month, we will offer healing at the
Eucharist on the first and third Sundays, and the second and fourth
Wednesdays.
We will also continue to pray for God’s beloved world, offering prayer
for one another and for the strangers in our parish who leave their
requests in the letter box or by the statue of St Nicholas. If you would like
to join us in our prayers, at work or at home, you can follow the daily
intentions which we bring before God at the Eucharist, listed in the back
of this magazine. If ever you have a specific request, please let me or Fr.
Dominic know.
We hope that you have a chance to rest with family and friends in the
next few weeks, and that you continue to find God’s healing and peace at
St Nicholas’.
--Mother Jessica
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Ordinations
On Sunday 16th June, at All Saints Hove,
the Bishop of Lewes ordained Danny
Pegg, Angus Reid and Lucy Sullivan as
priests. What follows is my best
attempt at relating what happened and
(deciphering my scribbled notes) the
gist of what Bishop Richard said in his
address. The occasion was intensely
moving, not least because of the
presence of so many people there to
support the candidates as they
embarked on the next stage of their
ministry and for me because of the
moment when Mother Jessica, as one of
the assisting priests, moved forward to lay her hand on Angus during the
Ordination Prayer.
Fr Angus, Fr Danny, Bishop Richard & Mthr Lucy
She had spoken in her sermon that morning of that distinct part of the
Anglican call that we belong to every group of people and they to us
however we relate to one another - that we have been entrusted to them
as they have been entrusted to us – and this resonated for me throughout
the ceremony and service.
We have something of a propensity at St Nick's to claim people as our
own in perpetuity, which was reflected in the numbers present to
support Angus and Danny. We were not disinterested! While neither a
sending or receiving parish we were ready to claim it as a double
celebration for our community, having witnessed the beginning of
Danny's discernment and had the pleasure and benefits of having Angus
with us for a year when Mthr Jess first joined us. Furthermore it was
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lovely to discover that this sense of relationship would be extended when
Amy and Katy joined Fr Danny to serve at his first mass and Imogen
sang and read.
Bishop Richard in his address stressed the importance of personal
mission, that calling to serve others, necessary to countering what he
described as “the centrifugal force of the church” and the energy that this
requires if one is going to be outward looking.
His point that the organisation exists for the benefit of those outside
rather than its members, and how the ways in which a church
community is drawn out of itself, is crucial to nature of its identity within
the wider community, echoed so many of our own reflections during the
KYCKYN process as we strove to identify our place as a parish church in
our own community. Building such a community and a relationship
with our neighbours is , as we have discovered, a matter of individual
needs, vision and resources; and I was heartened by his encouraging the
new priests to trust instinct over planning and calculation in the
development of their ministry and his reminder that rationality can be
overrated.
Bishop Richard’s central theme was that, if we really want to know God
in the fullest way, we have to follow the example of Jesus as the Good
Shepherd. He reminded us that a main tenet of Jesus’ ministry was “I
know my sheep; my sheep know me.” He observed that this requires a
priest to act as shepherd of their flock and, above all, “to let people know
you.” He urged priests taking on a new incumbency, to get to know the
people they will be serving, to identify with the community in which
they serve. He noted that people suffer from “change anxiety,” which is
not so much related to change per se, but to how that change will be
implemented. And he emphasised that the most effective way of
5
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implementing changes is through loving, knowing ministering and being
different rather than difficult!
He characterised the priesthood as counter cultural, setting no store by
the wider world; and pointed out that one difficulty new priests are
likely to encounter is a general lack of understanding of vocation and
what one might have to give up, requiring as it does an element of
upheaval and sacrifice in various aspects of life. Indeed, as he pointed
out it is a difficult time to be a Christian. The Gospel is not universally
recognised as good news and the Christian faith in many parts of our
world is facing resistance if not overt hostility. In conclusion Bishop
Richard reminded us that Jesus faced hostility in proclaiming the
kingdom of God; he encouraged us to look at how Jesus engaged with
that hostility, advocating that we seek an understanding of the
resurrection and the hope it offers as the best path forward.
Hearty congratulations to Danny, Angus and Lucy! And every blessing
on their ministry.
--Stephen Tucker

An Update from Heather
So much has been happening since February when I was last at St
Nicholas’. My training has taken the form of study, church placement
activities at Holy Trinity, Hurstpierpoint, and college residential events
and it’s been very busy!
Study: I’ve completed modules in New Testament Studies, Doctrine,
Mission, Text and Traditions in Spirituality and Sacramental Theology,
and I’ve enjoyed these immensely, as well as learning a lot. All the
teaching has been very good but specifically New Testament Studies
which was absolutely brilliant - with an engaging and enthusiastic tutor
who challenged us to think daring thoughts about how the gospels and
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epistles were compiled and whether that made any difference to our
faith. For me it broadened and deepened my views of scripture and how
it is practically applied.
Alongside this some of us have taken a voluntary module in New
Testament Greek - something which I’ve also enjoyed. It is very, very
difficult, mainly because of the pace at which we were required to work.
They didn’t tell us at the beginning that there would be an exam at the
end of each term – so we sailed into the course, thinking that it wouldn’t
matter if we didn’t really keep up. This resulted in considerable
cramming, both in the week leading up to the Christmas break and at the
end of May! But it was worth it. Jonathan recently bought me a
beautiful Greek New Testament with large print, so I can read the
squiggles of the Greek alphabet more easily and combine both
disciplines!
Placement: I’ve had a lovely welcome from the people of Holy Trinity,
Hurstpierpoint, and there hasn’t been a time when I’ve not come away
grateful for having been placed there. Highlights have been spending
my first Easter there: preaching on Palm Sunday, deaconing at the Easter
Vigil (and reading that fantastic first Easter gospel passage), leading a
youth confirmation preparation group and many, many other things.
But mostly it’s about being with the people and getting to know them.
You’ll all be pleased to know that my Nippers toy cupboard packing
skills have been put to good use and broadened so I can now pack their
cupboard too.
But the most delightful thing is the number of people we have coming to
baptisms in the village. When I offered to run their version of Junior
Church at Pentecost, I hadn’t quite appreciated that because of the
baptism the numbers would swell to 25 children! It was fantastic. And
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when I preached at another baptism last week, the church was packed
with visitors, not used to being in church. This is what it is all about for
me, and I feel so privileged to be ‘experimenting’ with ministry, more
and more.
Residential events: College residentials are an opportunity to mix with
the other ordinands (because we are on different academic pathways, we
don’t all see one another on teaching days) and be given more ordinandspecific training. My scariest moment was to lead an hour’s worship a
few weeks ago for not only the ordinands but the college tutors and
principal. I’ve survived to tell the tale!
It goes without saying that I miss you all. I am so grateful for all the love
and support I had from all of you as I was discerning my vocation, and
then as I started my training. Being at St Nicholas’, growing alongside
you, was part of the bedrock of my formation. I’m also thankful for the
help and support I had from Father Dominic and Mother Jess, in
answering my many questions, listening to me in my many moments of
anxiety and facilitating my training when I was with you. Ordination
training is a challenging time, in which we change in ways we are not
expecting. I’ve certainly experienced that; but what doesn’t change is the
solid foundation of faith: the conviction that God is leading us all to be
fruitful and His Spirit will empower us to do things we wouldn’t have
dreamt of being able to do under our own steam. That’s a challenge but
also vision for us all – not only for ordinands!
--Heather Wilkinson
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Our Photographer reports on Two Summer Walks
Walk Number One: 23 June 2019
There is no better way to spend a warm Sunday afternoon
than two half hour bus rides with about 20 people, 3 dogs and a baby.
However, these were topped by the incredible 6-mile-long walk between
them, going from Lewes Prison to Ditchling Beacon in just under 3 hours.
This was either an epic hike or a leisurely stroll depending on age,
experience and length of legs, but I think it is safe to say everyone
enjoyed it and did manage with all incredibly aching feet intact.
Taken as the memorial
cross at Mount Harry
above Lewes. At this
place, the tradition is to
stop and remember just
one person who has
died
The legend reads: ’Rest
a while, look at the
beauty all around you,
close your eyes and
think of a loved one’

The discovery of the Network Saver bus ticket characterised the
beginning of the walk, with everyone able to save £3, and saving some
people’s cluelessness at the bus system. In an adventurous and
determined mood therefore, we rode towards the first stop of the
journey: Lewes Prison. There we were greeted with an excellent hill, no
struggle to those of us familiar with the mountainous streets of Brighton.
This initial road increased my excitement in anticipation of the view that
was creeping out from behind the town. With camera at the ready I
followed the slowly separating group heading for the hills. Although
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walking at different speeds, the constant buzz of chatter would assure
anyone that this was a friendly group of people; a reassuring sign for the
rest of our time together and a brilliant microcosm of the church we came
from. Above the hills of Lewes, as the conversation which I started on the
bus turned from a comparison of Harry Potter Lego sets to ones that we
wished existed, both the full spectacular view and the field of sheep
emerged. Still relatively near the beginning of our trek, this was the point
where the largest proportion of my 325 (now whittled down to 104)
photos were taken. Surrounded by the spectacular Sussex countryside
the truly peaceful moment of the walk came once we reached the cross
on the hill, around which everyone assembled while I took 3 group
photos, capturing the happiness of everyone to have a moment to rest
and sit down. While still assembled we followed in the tradition of the
cross on the hill and took a moment to stop and think of someone not
with us. Although this sort of thought is common in church, there is
something different and beautiful in being outdoors and away from the
usual bustling city, thinking of others. However, this was a short
moment before the walking started again, anxious to keep to the bus
schedule as the bustling city would not wait for our contemplation.
Following the trail over the sweeping gold hills our conversation
continued, even if the energy was slowly draining. Thankfully it was
mostly flat(ish). The two more rest stops taken taught us all the
importance of being at the front of the group in order to get the longest
rest, but also the importance of keeping up our energy and enjoying each
other’s company. Between the two stops was a continuation of the same
rolling hills and surrounding sheep and cows. Allowing myself a few
moments alone to enjoy the view at the peak of the hill during our rest,
all the aching and fear of loose cows was worth it. After that final hurdle
towards the beacon was as enjoyable and simple considering what we
had already done, and the lure of ice cream kept complaints at bay.
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Making it back in more than enough time for our bus, the resounding
atmosphere was one of achievement. In happy tiredness, I was glad to sit
down but far more glad to have enjoyed the experience. In a world
where society is neglecting our great outdoors, it was excellent to see
such a large group of enthusiastic walkers all go home with thoroughly
tired muscles, with the possible exception of the baby.
--Imogen Ockenden

Walk Number Two: 14th July 2019
Of course, in a walk there is no
competition, but when a 4-year-old
cheerfully completes the full thing with
little complaining, it does put your
achievement into perspective. However,
for everyone involved this certainly was
still a great achievement. The walk from
the amazing views of Ditchling Beacon, to
the Jack and Jill windmills, the two streets
of Pyecombe and ending in Devil’s Dyke
was truly brilliant, especially the welltimed arrival of everyone in the group just
in time to catch the bus home.
Taken above Clayton at Jill Mill on the Downs, which
was open and working just for us.....Mohammed from Basra, over in the UK to learn
English, was given a crash course in learning the old rhyme ‘Jack and Jill went up the Hill’
but insisted instead that Jack ‘braked’ his crown !

As with the walk in June, this started with a thrilling bus journey which,
for many of us, was an excellent opportunity to eat lunch as we gathered
energy for the feat ahead. As we disembarked from the bus, the
challenge ahead seemed daunting, but everyone was in great spirits as
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we walked from field to field. For me, the most exciting part of this was a
beautiful poppy field which came closer and closer, and I am unashamed
to say I have at least 20 photos of it. For the dogs, the most exciting part
of this was certainly the pool of muddy water which ruined the coats of
all three. For other people, I’m sure the highlight was crossing the line
from East to West Sussex, a small break on the long walk to the
windmills, the scene of our beautifully captured (if I might say so myself)
group photo.
The well-deserved break at the windmills gave a warm welcome in the
arrival of the sun and allowed for even more mingling among the group
as we were grateful to catch up with those in different places in the pack
which became surprisingly thin, especially since we were told not to
spread out too much. Anyway, the time came to set off again following a
heart-warming rendition of ‘Jack and Jill went up the hill’ given as an
introduction to the English language for one of our company. This
spurred us on to the overgrown pathways and Pyecombe golf course,
finding along the way some rogue cyclists; they were hopefully grateful
for our support. The conversation about photography and the second
reading of my learnt spiel about what I’m going on to do next year
characterised this next part of the walk. The beauty of the flowers
spilling into the path among the surrounding fields was gorgeous and
the chatter from all sides gave a friendly atmosphere, hopefully also to
the golfers who we passed along the way. To make this even better, the
end of this road led straight to the village of Pyecombe, in my mind
directly correlated to food thanks to the loving hospitality of my
boyfriend.
My memory of stopping at Pyecombe may be food and water but for
others it is likely more to be a definitely safe crossing of a very busy road,
and an education on Tapsel gates at the Church of the Transfiguration.
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The church was far more picturesque than the motorway that followed;
however we remained in good spirits, a feat which was greatly
encouraged by the discovery of some just about ripe blackberries. The
hill that followed was less uplifting, but at least we all know now where
to scatter the ashes of Brian Ogilvie if that information is ever needed.
The way after that became increasingly exhausting. Fleeting memories of
a farm and climbing over several gates are most of what I remember, but
the impressive views down Devil’s Dyke deserve a mention.
Although tiring, I have exceedingly fond memories of this walk, even if
the lack of ice cream at the end was disappointing. Similar to the last
walk, we were a friendly and dynamic group which kept one another
going until the very end. The beauty of the countryside never ceases to
amaze me and I am glad of the opportunity to share it. That being said, I
think that this only appeals to me as an adult(ish) so I am still, as we all
were, in total awe of a child who not only walks for 3-4 hours but
without complaint.
--Imogen Ockenden

One More Walk!
The final of our summer walks will be on August 25, from St. Nicholas’
(Brighton) to St. Nicholas’ (Shoreham). It will be a super day – and
include a tour of both churches. Sign-up sheets are in the church and
more information is available from Brian Ogilvie. And we’ll hope for
another brilliant write up from our photographer Imogen Ockenden!
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Bede Griffiths Summer Sangha
During the first weekend in June (May 31-June 3) I attended a Zen Sanga
in Fareham, entitled “Boundless Openness: Zen Wisdom for the 21st
Century” This was the first retreat of the Bede Griffiths Sangha I had
attended. Out of a group of 36, six were from the Wild Goose Zen
Sangha, who had come mostly to hear Chris Collingwood, Canon
Chancellor of York Minster and Zen teacher, speak about Zen wisdom
and Christianity. Other participants had known Chris in one of his
former parishes, and other members were regular attenders of the Bede
Griffiths Sangha retreats. The weekend was to include new insights into
Jesus’ parables, consideration of Zen Koans, with meditative practice and
liturgy.
After being warmly welcomed by the Franciscan Sisters, who managed
the Park Place Pastoral Centre where we were meeting, the programme
for the weekend commenced with supper together, then a first
Gathering. We shared our hopes and expectations for the weekend in
groups, before celebrating Night Prayer, and going into silence for the
beginning of our retreat.
During the weekend, each day was punctuated with morning, midday
and evening prayer. There were periods of meditation, of 25 minutes
duration, readings from the Zen tradition, and from the gospels, and
talks from Chris. Each morning, we stood around the 650 year old cedar
tree chanting words from Shantivanam monastery in India, where Bede
Griffiths, a Benedictine monk, had lived and worked, roughly translated:
Salutations to the Word which is present in the earth,
the heavens, and that which is beyond.
Let us meditate on the glorious splendour
of that Divine giver of Life.
May He illuminate our meditation
14
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Although coming from entirely different traditions, Chris began to show
us that Zen and Christian insights could be complementary to each other.
Among other Parables and Koans, we heard afresh the Parables of the
Prodigal son and the Good Samaritan, and we learned again about the
limitless love of the Father, who ran out to meet his son, when he was
still far off. Although the Samaritan was considered the lowest of the
low, he responded to the need of the man by the wayside, spontaneously
and without consideration of what it might look like, or indeed what
offering such help might cost him; he simply responded to the need
before him. The boundless love of the Father, as seen in the first parable,
required the immediate response to someone in need, as seen in the
Samaritan. The simple conclusion of Jesus, ‘Go, and do likewise’, said all
that needed to be said about how we should live. In considering a Zen
Koan, a form of parable, Chris told us about Bodhidharma, who had sat
facing a wall for nine years. A disciple came to visit him to complain that
his mind was not yet at rest. Bodhidharma asked the disciple to give him
his mind, so that he might put it to rest. When the disciple said he had
searched for the mind but could not find it, Bodhidharma said ‘I have
finished putting it to rest for you.’
The Koan has many layers of meaning, and this is only a few lines of it,
but Chris explained that a reason our minds may not be at rest is because
of the narrative we tell ourselves about our lives, ourselves, about other
people and what we believe. Suffering comes from our attachment to the
ideas and beliefs we hold, when they actually have no reality at all,
except in our minds. This attachment prevents us from seeing and living
life as it really is, so we suffer as a consequence and effectively ‘miss’ our
lives, rather than really live them. In regard to our beliefs, especially our
beliefs about God, we need to see them as “fingers pointing to the
moon.” They may be a help, but they may obscure the reality, so we
come to worship a false god, of our own making, rather than the real
15
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God, who is always within us and within everything, yet always a
mystery.
In meditation, or in Zazen, sitting meditation, we can focus on our
breath, continuously returning to it, as we become less attached to the
thoughts arising constantly in our minds. Gradually and over time, we
will come to live more in the present, and be more able to engage with
our life as it really is. From our meditations, talks, sharing together and
silence, we could appreciate how God could speak to us in the whole of
our lives, not just certain parts. This was exemplified in our watching a
film about the life of Bede Griffiths, who from his Ashram in India,
pointed to his hand, moving down his fingers to the palm, saying that all
religions come to the centre, at their heart, which is where we can find
common ground, connecting better with ourselves and with others.
The concluding part of our retreat was a contemplative Eucharist, led by
Chris in the same room where we had mediated, prayed and shared. The
Eucharist seemed to gather all that we had shared and learned together.
We prayed for the needs of the world and for individual people and
situations close to us. We remembered that in receiving the Eucharist,
we were receiving what we really are, Christ to the world, without the
barriers of our own making. The Eucharist invited us to be in the world
as it really is, not as our thoughts can falsely create it. As our opening
Collect had said:
God of truth, help us to keep your law of love,
and to walk in ways of wisdom,
That we may find true life in Jesus Christ your son. Amen
Surely that is boundless openness.
--Nigel Nash
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In Our Graveyard:
Sake Dean Mahomed
Sake Dean Mahomed was the first
Brightonian of Indian origin that we know
anything about. He is buried in our
graveyard and a campaign has been
mounted by the Chattri Memorial Fund to
also commemorate him with a blue plaque
on the present Queen’s Hotel which is the
site of Mahomed’s Steam Baths founded by
him when he came to Brighton.
Mahomed was born in North India in 1759 and his original name was
Din Mohammed. He became a soldier in the British Army in India at the
age of 11 and later moved to Ireland with his Anglo-Irish Officer,
Captain Godfrey Evan Baker upon the latter’s retirement. There
Mohamed got married in 1786 to his Irish sweetheart, Jane Daly.
However, in order to marry a Protestant, he had to change his religion
and also his Muslim name to Dean Mahomed.
When he was 40, he wrote The Travels of Dean Mahomet, the first book
published in Britain written by an Indian and from an Indian
perspective. Later he moved to London and opened the “Hindoostani
Coffee House,” which was the first Indian restaurant. At this point, by all
accounts he had given himself the honorific title of “Sheikh” which could
mean anything from elder, noble, leader, chief to wise man. This title was
in turn anglicized to “Sake.”
By the time Sake Dean Mahomed arrived in Brighton in 1814 he was in
his fifties and launched his “Indian Vapour Baths and Shampooing
Establishment,” on the site of what is now the Queen’s Hotel. His
17
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establishment was a great success and became a well-known feature of
Brighton’s early years as a resort.
Sake Dean Mahomed became known as “Doctor Brighton” when local
hospitals referred patients to him for his idiosyncratic combination of
Eastern and Western cures. He attracted further fame by being appointed
“shampooing surgeon” to both King George IV and William IV. In 1820
he published a collection of letters from grateful customers, acquired
bigger premises in East Cliff and expanded into London. He died in 1851
– at a very good age, though probably not the 101 declared on his
gravestone. His tomb is in the
north graveyard, bordering
Church Street, behind the
fence. It can be seen from the
top of Church Street by looking
over the north wall on the
eastern end and his tomb (with
his wife, Jane, and son) is the
last one facing west.
Sake Dean Mahomed is an interesting and important figure in Brighton’s
early multicultural history and his achievements deserve to be
commemorated with a blue plaque. It will cost £1000 to cover the cost of
manufacture and fitting of a plaque on the Queen’s Hotel. If you would
like to make a donation to help fund this plaque please send your
money, either by direct transfer to Chattri Memorial Fund, NatWest
Bank, Sort code: 60-24-77, account 18162878 or give cash to Jo Baker c/o
St. Nicholas’ Church who will transfer your donation directly to the
appeal.
--Jo Baker, courtesy of Brighton and Hove Black History
http://www.black-history.org.uk/
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Q & A - Michael talks to the Rev’d Anthony Ball
Before I met up with Anthony, I
had spoken with another
parishioner who commented to
me as to how lucky we were to
have him at our church,
particularly during the 18 months
of our last interregnum, and how
committed, supportive and
dependable he was. I would fully
echo their comments.
Father Anthony is retired and has a flat in Hove close to the County
Cricket Ground. He was adamant that he does not watch the game, nor
did he attend the recent Elton John concert at the Ground. He shares his
flat with his long-term partner, Seb, is retired from a parish in Middlesex
and has been living in the city for eight years. Anthony originates from
South Devon, in Kingsbridge, and was brought up in the Methodist
denomination. On leaving school, he trained as an articled clerk to local
solicitors; however, this was short lived as he felt the calling to become a
Methodist Minister and subsequently went to train at a college in
Richmond, Surrey. He and I shared memories of this attractive suburb,
as I had also lived there.
During the latter part of his training, he also attended Anglican services
in London, and became aware that he was drawn to the Church of
England. He was confirmed when he was on an exchange visit to
Chichester Theological college which he enjoyed enormously. He
eventually applied to Chichester and did another two years training.
Anthony's first parish was in Hereford, and he was ordained in the
Cathedral 45 years ago. His second curacy was in Ealing, until having
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his own parish in Ruislip where he stayed for 30 years until moving to
Brighton.
Q: What brought you to Brighton?
A: My partner had a flat in this city, and therefore when I retired, it was
an obvious choice. I had often come down to stay, for days off or for
longer breaks, so both Brighton and Hove were familiar ground.
Q: How did you happen to choose St Nicks as your church home?
A: In the first week, I attended a local church in Hove, but then on the
second Sunday, I ventured further and came to St Nick’s where I was
warmly welcomed and has become my home.
Q: What is your favourite thing about living in this city?
A: Compared to the London suburbs, it's a lively buzzing place with
interesting people and a unique cultural life. It is also by the sea. I was
brought up in a coastal region, and the sea is somehow in my blood. For
thirty and more years, I was living in London, it was my nearest “piece of
sea”, so I am happy to be here on a permanent basis.
Q: What is your current bedside reading?
A: I am first of all an avid reader of books and I find out and explore
bookshops wherever I go. At the moment I have several books to hand,
including The Mad Boy Lord Berners –My Grandmother and Me, which I
bought at an Oxfam shop in Eastbourne. I love reading social and
church history, biography, local history and travel, the history of art and
architecture, poetry, novels – and even theology on occasions!
Q: Where do you like to holiday or travel?
A: First of all, I loathe airports, especially since security issues have
become such a hassle, but this does not stop me from going away. I like
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cities and recently we were in Madrid and love this city's art galleries
and culture; we also have a friend who lives there. Otherwise we travel
to Goa, where my partner hails from, and also enjoy visiting the United
States. I love Italy – but not Rome in high season!
Q: Surprise us with something that few of us know about yourself.
A: I was “type-cast” at eighteen. I was assigned the role of Canon
Chasuble in the school production of Oscar Wilde's “The Importance of
being Earnest”, the only part for which I was most suited according to
the masters who directed the play. Thereafter, one of them always
referred to me as “Canon Ball”. Unhappily, in real life, and much to my
Aunt Jean's disappointment, this title was never mine – we both saw the
comedy in the combination of title and surname!
Q: What do you pray for each day?
A: I pray for my own family, our parish and the congregation, and I also
share my concern for world issues and the current political life of this
country.
--Michael Le Garst

Open the Book
The Open the Book team continue to go into St. Paul’s school
to tell Bible stories during assembly and continue to be warmly
received. However, there are only three on the team and we could use
more; indeed the more the merrier! We tell the stories involving the
children and we all enjoy it enormously. It may be just thing you would
enjoy too. At the moment we are only going into the school once every
six weeks, so it is not an onerous task. If you would like to be part of the
team, have a word with Fr. Dominic.
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The Friends of St Nicholas’ : Summer Update
Annual Quiz
The Friends Annual Quiz took place on 29 June, a new time of
year for this event. It did not attract as many teams as
previous years when it was held earlier and it may be The Friends will
reconsider the timing for 2020. However, over 50 people challenged their
brains in seven teams with questions of varying difficulty (and some
were nigh on impossible!) thanks to the efforts of our Quizmaster
Extraordinaire, Stephen Tucker, who put the quiz together in between
his duties as Church Warden and singing commitments for The Brighton
Gay Men’s Chorus. We’re so glad he has time for this!
Our energies were fortified by an excellent supper conjured up by our inhouse chef, Martin Auton-Lloyd, who also looked after the liquid
refreshment at the bar. The Friends had a surplus of over £600 as a result
of the quiz, so well done to everyone involved. The winning team only
won by a whisker and all teams’ scores were quite close.
--Jo Baker (my team came 3rd!)

AGM and “Garden” Party
On 27 July, the Friends of St. Nicholas’ held its
Annual General Meeting, with Chairperson, Ann
Norman, presiding. The business was conducted
efficiently and there was lots of enthusiastic support for how successfully
The Friends are at supporting the activities of the church. Having
lowered subscription rates for this 25th anniversary year, it was decided
to raise them again in 2020 to £10 for a single membership and £15 for
two people at the same address. Officers and the committee were reelected and thanks were expressed to Brian Ogilvie who had been acting
treasurer for the past year.
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Fr. Dominic noted that having finished all the stone work repairs, the
major restoration of the building, begun some years ago, was now
complete; so, following the neighbourhood consultation (KYCKYN) a
new project will soon be launched which will be trying to harness an
appreciation of the contribution St Nicholas’ makes to the appreciation of
the history of our city. It is still a topic under consideration so his
message is: Watch This Space.
We also heard from The Friends’ sub-group looking after the gardens
and green spaces. They are doing good work and extend an invitation to
anyone who enjoys being outside to come along any Wednesday
morning from 10:30 to join the gardening and tidying team. Jackie and
Richard Brown are in charge and can be contacted on 07974 152238. A
bribe is offered: coffee and cake to help keep you going!
The AGM was to be followed by a garden
party by kind invitation of Pauline Messum.
Unfortunately, the weather was a bit
unpredictable, having rained all morning. So
everyone enjoyed bubbly and nibbles in the
church and toasted another great year in the
life of St Nicholas’ Church.
Hearty thanks to The Friends for all they do to support the life and
ministry of the church!
--Cynthia Park
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News from Family Support Work
We are planning lots of summer holiday activities to
help ease the burden on our families that can be posed
by the long school break. These include a visit to
Chichester Cathedral and our family day at Warnham Park – both of
which we are hoping will attract around 100 children and their families.
These trips can make the world of difference to them, as it gives them a
chance to get away from their difficult home situations and spend a day
simply enjoying the fun that other families take for granted.
Our day-to-day work has been as busy as always and we have been
receiving new referral requests almost daily. Mental health issues and
domestic violence situations are currently the main drivers behind
referrals, and these are complex situations that will require a lot of
intensive support. Please keep our practitioners in your prayers as they
try to juggle many difficult cases at once.
We would like to make a request for food and shop donation. We are so
grateful to those parishes that already support us regularly with
donations, but at the moment stock is running very low. We are
particularly in need of children’s clothes and toys for our shop, and for
toiletries, coffee, biscuits and tinned vegetables for the foodbank. If you
are able to help with any of these then please let us know by calling us on
01273 832963. Thank you as always for your ongoing support.
Here are our latest statistics (for the month of June):
147 individual meetings with families supporting 11 grandparents,
146 parents and 143 children
43 supported meetings with other agencies
15 group sessions supporting 2 grandparents, 137 parents and 230
children
94 food deliveries made
--Nikki Kerr, FSW Director of Fundraising and Marketing
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Heritage Open Days
Brighton will be celebrating its wonderfully rich
architectural heritage from September 13 to 22
when numerous fascinating buildings will be
open across the city, including St. Nicholas’ Church.
The list of buildings, neighbourhood walks, and interesting talks is too
lengthy to give here, but have a look on their website (google “Heritage
Open Days, Brighton”) and you will see so many interesting things,
you’ll be spoiled for choice. This week is part of a national heritage event,
begun in 1994 and designed to help us appreciate our architectural
heritage and raise public awareness about the need to protect it. If you
are not in Brighton during that week, there will be similar opportunities
wherever you are, so do take advantage of them.

News from Brighthelm URC
Eco-Fayre: Come to Brighthelm’s Eco-Fayre on Saturday 14th September!
There will be craft workshops, children’s activities, prayer space, food
stalls and stalls to help you learn more about how you can take action to
live positively and creatively on the earth. So join us on our village green
in the heart of the city.
Earth Church: Matter matters. Life on earth matters – not least to God
who made it and Jesus who died and rose again to make all things new.
Earth Church aims to explore how followers of Jesus can act with
compassion, hope and justice in the face of the climate crisis. We meet
monthly at Brighthelm and are just coming to the end of looking one by
one at the Beatitudes – the sayings of Jesus that shape our manifesto (see
https://earthchurch.faith). Our next meeting is on 15 September, 6pm, at
Brighthelm when we’ll discuss where we go next with our project of
learning to live faithfully on God’s earth. Anyone who is interested is
welcome to come along – we’d love to see you.
--Alex Mabbs
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A few words from Dorset Gardens
One of the things that I’ve always loved about Dorset Gardens is the
sense of creativity there; for many years we held exhibitions in the
Artists’ Open Houses – part of the Brighton Festival Fringe. Sadly we can
no longer maintain that particular outreach. But we still have our Art &
Craft club. Meeting monthly on the third Thursday (except in August
and January) the craft group bring their own projects to work on or
equipment is provided to knit for a community project such as hats for
the homeless. The art people are currently looking at the work of famous
artists, discovering their techniques and styles and then having a go.
There is some amazing work going on! We all have a cuppa and a biscuit
or perhaps cake to help keep the creative energies flowing. If you’d like
to come along (£2.20 session), just turn up at 2 pm. We’d love to see you.
On the first and third Thursdays of the month if you come along at the
same time, you could enjoy refreshments, fellowship and an interesting
speaker at our CAMEO (Come And Meet Each Other) meeting. We’ll
make you very welcomed there too. But do wait until September; we’re
all resting in August!
--Sue Harrington & Shirley Veater

From the Registry
On June 9 we welcomed young Herbie and Harley Hill
into God’s family through baptism. Please remember
them in your prayers.
On June 20, Andrew Westgate and Alexandra Wilkinson
were married and brought along their son Connor Keith for baptism, so
please remember this new family in your prayers too.
And on June 28 Jonathan Hutchings and Fiona Pruen were married.
We wish them all God’s greatest blessings.
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Some Silly Snippets (for the Scilly Season!)
His mysterious ways….
For those who only pay by plastic, contactless giving is being developed.
One newspaper observed: “After introducing contactless collection
plates, the Church of England explains that it’s not the first time it’s put
its faith in an invisible force that works in a mysterious way.”

Your fete in their hands….
On July 20, St. Barnabas Church in Hove had their summer celebration
and invited readers of The Argus to their “Summer Fate.” Spooky…..

Beam me up, Alexa!
It was reported in the national press recently that the Church
of England has launched a new app for Alexa users to help
people connect to God. So that newspaper suggested perhaps
we also need an updated version of the Lord’s Prayer:
Our Father, who art online, googled be thy name.
Thy Amazon delivery come; thy shopping be done;
On eBay as it is in Etsy.
Give us this day our free delivery
And forgive us our Facebook,
As we forgive those who Twitter against us.
And lead us not to Netflix; but deliver us from the BBC Sounds
app.
For thine is the Instagram, the Snapchat and the What’s App for
ever and ever. #Amen
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Future Events
August 18: 3.30-5:00pm Vicarage Garden Party, Fizz and Eton Mess
£5 per person
25 August:
after morning service, Church family walk
8 September: 4:30pm
Friends of St. Nicholas’ Lecture by Alexandra
Loske £10 per person
14 September:
St. Nicholas’ Michaelmas Fair

Recitals (Wednesdays at 12.30pm)
August
7 – The John Lake Trio Plays Michel Camilo. John Lake
on grand piano, Matt Casterton on bass, Simon Cambers
on drums.
14 – Constance Chow: Flute and piano recital including works by
Debussy and Poulenc
21 – Michele Roszak & Lynda Spinney: “Youth and Love” and will
include British, European and American songs depicting the agony and
ecstasy of falling in love
28 – Katrin Heymann: 'A summer's cocktail - Mike Wilson, Katrin
Heymann and Evelina Ndlovu will be performing favourite classical
music by Cavallini, Fauré, Saint Saens, Clarke and Shostakovich arranged for clarinet, flute and piano - a delightful event!'
September
4 – Deuson Pilkington Duo (guitar and tenor)
11 – Olly Vera and Vasilis (trio)
18 – tbc
25 – Yoon Seok Shin (piano)
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The Last Word….
Once again, we are so grateful to everyone who has contributed to our
newsletter. We are a very diverse bunch
with some great writers amongst us!
Thank you so much. And of course the
invitation is out for more of the same! Do
use this newsletter as your platform to
share with us your experiences, your
thoughts, the things you want us to know
about, the things that made you smile. I
hope you come back from your August
holidays with your case full of articles and
snippets and photos to share. Copy for the
next edition is due on September 23, and
we plan to have it in the church on
October 6. Thanks so much.
--Cynthia Park, Editor
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Prayer Diary
for August
Date
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Observance
S. Augustus Ligouri
Requiem for August
7th AFTER TRINITY
TRANSFIGURATION
S. Dominic
S. Laurence
8th AFTER TRINITY

The Assumption

BLESSED VIRGIN MARY

S. Bartholomew
10th AFTER TRINITY
S. Monica
S. Augustine
Passion of S. John the Baptist
Aidan

Prayer Intention
Confessors
Departed of August
LGBTQ+ Community
Parish and People
No mass today
Peace of the world
Widows and widowers
Preachers
Bishop Martin
Persecuted Christians
Parish and People
No mass today
Queen and Parliament
The sick
Gift of faith
Homeless people in the city
Sussex Beacon
Parish and People
No mass today
B&H Hospitals
Refugees
Community Base
Lay ministers of Communion
People of India
Parish and People
No mass today
Parents
Theologians
Victims of war and violence
Emmaus
Evangelisation of the UK

Street
Albert Road
Alexandra Villas
Alexandra Quarter
Alfred Road
Buckingham Road
Centurion Road
Church Street
Clifton Hill
Clifton Place
Clifton Road
Clifton Terrace
Crown Gardens
Dyke Road
Frederick Gardens
Frederick Street
Frederick Place
Kew Street
Leopold Road
New Dorset Street
North Gardens
North Road
Over Street
Powis Grove
Powis Villas
Queens Road
St Nicholas’ Road
Upper Gloucester Road
Upper North Street
Vine Place
West Hill Road
St Nick’s Green Spaces
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Prayer Diary
for September
Date

Observance

Prayer Intention

Street

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

11th AFTER TRINITY
S. Gregory the Great

Parish and People
No mass today
Christian Unity
St Paul’s School
Church musicians
Departed of September
Visitors to the city
Parish and People
No mass today
Pupil Referral Unit
Family Support Work
Pastoral visitors
Queen & Parliament
Gift of Hope
Parish and People
No mass today
B&H Foodbank
Pupil Referral Unit
Brighton Recovery College
Peace
Spread of the Gospel
Parish and People
No mass today
Narcotics Anonymous
Civil Servants
Clocktower Sanctuary
Aid workers
B&H City Parks team
Parish and People
No mass today

Albert Road
Alexandra Villas
Alexandra Quarter
Alfred Road
Buckingham Road
Centurion Road
Church Street
Clifton Hill
Clifton Place
Clifton Road
Clifton Terrace
Crown Gardens
Dyke Road
Frederick Gardens
Frederick Street
Frederick Place
Kew Street
Leopold Road
New Dorset Street
North Gardens
North Road
Over Street
Powis Grove
Powis Villas
Queens Road
St Nicholas’ Road
Upper Gloucester Road
Upper North Street
Vine Place
West Hill Road

Requiem of September
12th AFTER TRINITY

S. John Chrysostom
HOLY CROSS
13th AFTER TRINITY

S. Matthew
14th AFTER TRINTIY

S. Vincent de Paul
HARVEST
S. Jerome
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Regular Services at St Nicholas’
Sunday Masses
8.00am Holy Communion
10.30am The Parish Eucharist
with Junior Church and Refreshments
Weekday Masses
Tues, Thurs, Fri, Sat 12.00pm; Weds 10.30am
Meditation and Evening Prayer
Thursday 5.45pm
Confessions may be heard after any Mass, or by appointment
People and Contacts
Parish Office, St Nicholas’ Church, Church Street, Brighton, BN1 3LJ
Parish Administrator: Mrs Joanne Morrell
Tel: 01273 205360, email: parishoffice@stnicholasbrighton.org.uk
Office Hours: Weds 10.30am-2.00pm; Thurs & Fri 9.00-11.45am; 12.45-3.00pm
Vicar: Fr Dominic Keech
Tel: 01273 770324, email: frdominickeech@gmx.co.uk
Fr Dominic’s rest day is Monday
Churchwardens:
Mrs Amanda Ogilvie
Tel: 01273 709385, email: a.j.ogilvie94@gmail.com
Mr Stephen Tucker
Tel: 01273 453169, email: sfjtucker@gmail.com
The Friends of St Nicholas’
Formed to support the PCC in maintaining the building (Charity No. 1046054)
Contact: Josephine Baker, Membership Secretary c/o The Church
For further details of membership and events see:
http://stnicholasbrighton.wixsite.com/thefriends
Website: www.stnicholasbrighton.org.uk /Facebook: www.facebook.com/StNicsBrighton
Twitter: @StNicsBrighton / Charity No.: 1131831
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